KARL MARX WAS WRONG IT WAS
SEX NOT RELIGION "OPIATE" OF
THE MASSES
AP Supreme Court writer Mark Sherman explains the high court’s
action that clears the way for an immediate expansion of samesex marriage by turning away appeals from five states seeking
to prohibit gay and lesbian unions. (Oct. 6)
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-conten
t/uploads/2014/11/video1.mp4
"We the people" or we the judges
“The people — the people — are the rightful masters of both
congresses, and courts — not to overthrow the Constitution,
but to overthrow the men who pervert it.” Abraham Lincoln
Hillary’s
continues.

war to “destabilize” America into crisis
Is there a plan to destroy America from within?

As John F. Kennedy stated “Infiltration rather than invasion”.
“The United Nations is the greatest fraud in history. It’s
purpose is to destroy the United States.” – John E. Rankin
Democrat Mississippi 1st District

“INFILTRATION RATHER THAN INVASION”John F. Kennedy
“The
President and The Press” Waldorf-Astoria Hotel 27 April 1961
“Let us face reality, The framers have simply been too shrewd
for us, They have outwitted us. They designed separated
institutions that cannot be unified by mechanical linkages,

frail bridges, tinkering. If we are to “turn the founders
upside down” – to put together what they put asunder – we must
directly confront the constitutional structure they erected”
James MacGregor Burns “The Power To Lead”. “Committee on the
Constitutional System”.

Are states rights being stripped by
giving courts “Arbitrary Power” over the
will of the people?
In letter dated 28 Sept 1820 to William Jarvis Thomas
Jefferson addressed this very issue.

Judicial Despotism
Jefferson on Government

“The Constitution… meant that its

coordinate branches should be checks on each other. But the
opinion which gives to the judges the right to decide what
laws are constitutional and what not, not only for themselves
in their own sphere of action but for the Legislature and
Executive also in their spheres, would make the Judiciary a
despotic branch.” –Thomas Jefferson to Abigail Adams, 1804. ME
11:51
“To consider the judges as the ultimate arbiters of all
constitutional questions [is] a very dangerous doctrine
indeed, and one which would place us under the despotism of an
oligarchy. Our judges are as honest as other men and not more
so. They have with others the same passions for party, for
power, and the privilege of their corps. Their maxim is boni
judicis est ampliare jurisdictionem [good justice is broad
jurisdiction], and their power the more dangerous as they are
in office for life and not responsible, as the other
functionaries are, to the elective control. The Constitution
has erected no such single tribunal, knowing that to whatever
hands confided, with the corruptions of time and party, its
members would become despots. It has more wisely made all the
departments co-equal and co-sovereign within themselves.”
–Thomas Jefferson to William C. Jarvis, 1820. ME 15:277
“In

denying

the

right

[the

Supreme

Court

usurps]

of

exclusively explaining the Constitution, I go further than
[others] do, if I understand rightly [this] quotation from the
Federalist of an opinion that ‘the judiciary is the last
resort in relation to the other departments of the government,
but not in relation to the rights of the parties to the
compact under which the judiciary is derived.’ If this opinion
be sound, then indeed is our Constitution a complete felo de
se [act of suicide]. For intending to establish three
departments, coordinate and independent, that they might check
and balance one another, it has given, according to this
opinion, to one of them alone the right to prescribe rules for
the government of the others, and to that one, too, which is

unelected by and independent of the nation. For experience has
already shown that the impeachment it has provided is not even
a scare-crow… The Constitution on this hypothesis is a mere
thing of wax in the hands of the judiciary, which they may
twist and shape into any form they please.” –Thomas Jefferson
to Spencer Roane, 1819. ME 15:212
“This member of the Government was at first considered as the
most harmless and helpless of all its organs. But it has
proved that the power of declaring what the law is, ad
libitum, by sapping and mining slyly and without alarm the
foundations of the Constitution, can do what open force would
not dare to attempt.” –Thomas Jefferson to Edward Livingston,
1825. ME 16:114
(LONANG) like Mayflower Compact was written into “Common Law”
solely to ensure “morality as James Wilson stated. The Laws
of Nature viewed “Attraction of The Sexes” equal to the laws
of Magnetism.
“Like Poles Repeal” while “Opposite Poles
Attract”.
HISTORY DOES INDEED REPEAT ITSELF
Ancient Book Of Jasher: Referenced In Joshua 10:13; 2 Samuel
1:18; And 2 Timothy 3:8
Jasher 19:3 And by desire of their four judges the people of
Sodom and Gomorrah had beds erected in the streets of the
cities, and if a man came to these places they laid hold of
him and brought him to one of their beds, and by force made
him to lie in them.

“Christianity is part of The Common Law”.

HILLARY
CLINTON'S
ANOMIE
FIGHT ON GLOBAL STABILITY
Anomie Social Instability
in society is caused by the
erosion or abandonment of moral and social codes

IMPENDING ANOMIE
Social Engineering and moral break down of

Society

Anomie and Strain Theory
Is United Nation’s Global L.G.B.T. Resolution the beginning of
the end for humanity?
Is there a pattern in world history
associated with decline of civil morality? THOMAS JEFFERSON
STATED: “History by apprising them of the past will enable

them to judge of the future; it will avail them of the
experience of other times and other nations; it will qualify
them as judges of the actions and designs of men; it will
enable them to know ambition under every disguise it may
assume; and knowing it, to defeat its views”.
Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826), U.S. president. Notes on the
State of Virginia (1787), Query 14, p. 148, ed. William Peden
(1954).

IS THERE A REPETITIVE PATTERN OF HISTORY?

“Ground Hog Day” starring Bill Murray
The collapse of Ancient Greece followed by Ancient Rome’s
overthrow by Abbasid Caliphate resulted in bleakest period in
Modern World History “The Dark Ages.”
Italian poet and
statesman “Dante” paintings were depicted in art during
Renaissance Period.

Durante degli Alighieri,
mononymously referred to as
Dante, was an Italian poet,
prose writer, literary
theorist,
moral
philosopher, and political
thinker
during
“Dark
Ages”.
Dante is credited
as founder of Italian
Language.
Dante’s moral
collection of poetry “The
Divine Comedy” or “many of
which were recreated into
famous paintings during

Most have heard of biblical history of Sodom & Gomorrah. The
history of destruction of Pompeii in Ancient Rome has been
suppressed specifically being “Sex Capitol of The Ancient
World. Many do not connect history of collapse of Ancient
Greece with the first historical state social-engineering
experiments.

ARE THERE PATTERNS OF DESTRUCTION

DURING “ANOMIES”

THROUGHOUT

WORLD HISTORY

“….And who knows where mythology leaves off and history
begins” Saul Alinsky over the shoulder acknowledgement to
Lucifer “Rules for Radicals”.
Ancient Greece “Collapsed” from moral decay of first state
Social-Engineering handed down by Oracles of Delphi it’s
society no longer able to sustain itself. Lycurgus is referred
to by ancient historians and philosophers Herodotus, Xenophon,
Plato, Polybius, Plutarch and Epictetus Lycurgus. Lycurgus
pupil of Plato and Isocrates Lycurgus became a successful
financier, statesman, military leader and orator in Athens. He
increased the wealth of Athens after re-administrating its
finances, and had several buildings built or refurbished. He
was on Demosthenes side in the orators opposition against
Philip II of Macedon.

GREECE – THE LAND OF GAYS
archeological proof of ramped
homosexuality
in
Ancient
Greece.
Video Link Ancient Greece
Ancient Sparta – SOCIALLY ENGINEERED MILITARY OBSESSED BISEXUALS
The situation called for Spartans to remake their society from
top to bottom. They developed new rules that would control
every aspect of it’s citizens lives.
Spartans State sponsored education still revered today.
Created to control the Hellots. Agogae training of both males
and females began at birth. Boys training referred to as “Boy
Scout Troop from Hell” and girls training could compared to

feminist movement and Amazons from Island of Lesbo.
Documentary 1 Video
Documentary Part 2 Video
Due to this unprecedented persecution, the Christians believed
that their generation would be the final one before the end of
the world. The great Apostle Paul, who established

Christianity at Rome, was beheaded outside the city
by order of Nero.

The Last Day of Pompeii Sex
Capitol
of
The
World
destroyed within hours
Eruption of Mount Vesuvius
in 79 A.D.

Destruction of Pompeii
by
eruption of Eruption of Mount
Vesuvius in August 24 79
A.D.
The Cover-up at the
Archeological
Museum
of
Naples is a room called “The

Secret Chamber”.
The Book of Jasher mentioned in Old Testament books of Joshua
10:13 and 2 Samuel 1:18 using the Geneva Bible banned by King
James. Puritans and Pilgrims brought Geneva Bible on their
voyage to America. King James banned Geneva Bible, making it
a felony to own one. Apparently The Crown found Geneva Bible
commentaries offensive.
The history of Sodom and Gomorrah
mentioned in 19th chapter of Jasher tells true story of
Sodom’s treatment of strangers. This history repeats
21st
Century history of judges and U.N. intolerance of nations
resistance to forced homosexuality cultural hegemony and
social engineering.
Since
Hillary Clinton forced U.N.
Agenda on the world U.S. is viewed with European Union and
Canada as “hostile” toward Christian views. The “Queering”
strain theory cultural hegemony is rapidly changing our
cultural society ultimately leading to global anarchy.
CHRISTIANS BLAMED BY NERO IN GREAT FIRED IN ROME BURNING IN
AUGUST 24 64 A.D.

Emperor Nero’s Perverted SameSex Marriage!!

Beheading of St. Paul

by order of Nero.
When the Apostle Paul
was put to death in
Rome, sometime during
the later part of the
reign
of
Nero
(between AD66-68), a
long list of wellknown church leaders
had been heavily
under his influence.
Many of these names
are familiar to most
Christians: Barnabas,
Mark, Luke, Timothy,
Titus,
Silas,

Philemon,
Priscilla,

Aquila, and Apollos.
There are many other
names included in
Paul’s biography and
letters about whom
little is known. Many
of these men and
women clearly played
important roles in
the
earliest
Christian History.

Ancient Egypt
reveals “Turin Erotic Papyrus” what
really happened in Ancient Egypt. Ancient Egypt’s “Set”
desert warlord of homosexuality and chaos.

The History of Ancient Sex –
Documentary [18+]
warning
explicit
material.
Documentary video link
12/6/2014 WASHINGTON — The United States will begin using
American foreign aid to promote gay rights abroad, Obama
administration officials said on Tuesday.
Are sanctions imposed on countries if they don’t comply with
U.N. “Human” law?? America was founded upon “Divine Law” (Laws
of Nature and Nature’s God government philosophy by Sir
William Blackstone. Since England rejected for Divine Rights
of Kings puritans and pilgrims fled to America for religious
freedom.
The Mayflower Compact used (LONANG) for it’s
foundational principals.
The Laws of Nature agreed “The
Attraction of The Sexes” should be viewed as The Laws of
Magnetism which “opposite” poles “attract” while “opposite”
poles “repeal”.
Is our society being ruled by “Hegemonic” government using
history to collapse society for absolute control?
Socially
Engineered homosexuality used for destabilization using
history of past civilizations decline into immorality.
To truly understand how Saul Alinsky got his ideas for his
book, “Rules for Radicals,” one must look into Alinsky’s past.
Alinsky was heavily influenced by an Italian Communist by the
name of Antonio Gramsci.

Extremely

wealthy

individuals, like George
Soros, may be thought of
as
modern
hegemons
because they can make
disproportionately large
contributions
to
political causes and
candidates.

From Marx to Lenin, Gramsci & Alinsky
Excerpts from The Keys of this Blood by Malachi Martin, 1990
[734 pages]
Obama’s Ideological Father: “Gramsci… organized the Italian Communist
party in 1921…. Since this was four years after the Russian Revolution,
Gramsci assumed Italians would welcome a Bolshevik convulsion of their
own. But it didn’t happen…. He found three explanations: Christianity,
nationalism and charity. ...the way to set the stage for a Marxist
revolution was in coming to grips with these three conditions….

If Christianity is part of The Common Law as James Wilson
stated why would Hillary deliberately push U.N. agenda to
subvert U.S. law.

POST

MARXISM

GOAL

OF

CULTURAL

HEGEMONY OLIGARCHY.

Christina Aguilera chats
Hilary Clinton eyeing her
cleavage

Christina Aguilera
Hillary
Clinton
her cleavage

catches
eyeing

Photo was snapped of Secretary of State Hilary Clinton
apparently taking a glimpse of Aguilera’s cleavage during a
recent awards ceremony, everyone wanted to know: what was
going on?
Sec. Hillary Clinton funded through USAID her private NGO
“Vital Voices” to push both L.G.B.T. and Feminist Agenda.

“I am the LORD, and I do not change. That is why you
descendants of Jacob are not already destroyed. Malachi 3:6
Apostasy Rising: 4 Denominations In Less Than a Week Defy
God’s
Word
http://www.charismanews.com/opinion/watchman-on-the-wall/44465
-apostasy-rising-4-denominations-in-less-than-a-week-defy-gods-word
Apostate Pastor’s Pro-Homosexual Sermon Earns Him Special Trip
to
White
House
http://christiannews.net/2014/06/28/apostate-pastors-pro-homos
exual-sermon-earns-him-special-trip-to-white-house/
VA Funding

giving preferences to Transgender Sex Changes.

Port Royal which we could compare to “Pirates of The
Caribbean” movies.

Another Sin City sunken by tsunami.

SIN CITY JAMAICA – Pirate Paradise DOCUMENTARY – Port Royal
and the SUNKEN CITY!
Video documentary link here.

Only Port Charles survived the

great quake on June 7 1692 sinking Port Charles.

John Adams address to MA Officers
“While our country remains untainted with the principles and
manners which are now producing desolation in so many parts of
the world; while she continues sincere, and incapable of
insidious and impious policy, we shall have the strongest
reason to rejoice in the local destination assigned us by
Providence. But should the people of America once become
capable of that deep simulation towards one another, and
towards foreign nations, which assumes the language of justice
and moderation while it is practising iniquity and
extravagance, and displays I have received from Major-General
Hull and Brigadier, General Walker your unanimous address from

Lexington, animated with a martial spirit, and expressed with
a military dignity becoming your character and the memorable
plains on which it was adopted. in the most captivating manner
the charming pictures of candor, frankness, and sincerity,
while it is rioting in rapine and insolence, this country will
be the most miserable habitation in the World; “because we
have no government armed with power capable of contending with
human passions unbridled by morality and religion. Avarice,
ambition, revenge, or gallantry, would break the strongest
cords of our Constitution as a whale goes through a net. Our
Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people.
It is wholly inadequate to the government of any other.”
An address from the officers commanding two thousand eight
hundred men, consisting of such substantial citizens as are
able and willing at their own expense completely to arm and
clothe themselves in handsome uniforms, does honor to that
division of the militia which has done so much honor to its
country. Oaths in this country are as yet universally
considered as sacred obligations. That which you have taken
and so solemnly repeated on that venerable spot, is an ample
pledge of your sincerity and devotion to your country and its
government.
Source: The Works of John Adams, Second President of the
United States: With A Life of the Author by Charles Francis
Adams, Volume IX, Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1854.

